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Abstract. This paper describes the implementation, testing and bench-
marking of a new augmented reality prototype that gives drivers simu-
lated direct vision, removing blind spots directly where they are present.
Using augmented reality glasses and cameras we created a prototype that
could effectively make parts of the truck see-through using augmented
reality panels in space relative to the truck. We compare the performance
of this prototype against the current standard European blind-spot mir-
ror solution, in terms of not only judgement errors but also dangerous
situations and task loads. The comparison was done on the basis of a
within-subject experiment focused on right hand turning. Test results
showed significantly fewer judgement errors and dangerous situations for
the AR prototype when compared to mirrors, however at the cost of a
slightly higher cognitive load and stress. We believe this could be caused
by a learning curve difference between AR and mirrors for the profes-
sional drivers who made up our study participants. Despite the higher
loads, participants perceived the AR as covering the blind spots well.

The final authenticated version is available online at https://doi.org/

10.1007/978-3-030-50523-3_27
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1 Introduction

A unique trait of Augmented Reality (AR) is that it allows the display of data in
the real world in a fundamentally different way than previously possible [16]. This
allows us to alter reality in ways not possible with physical devices, with several
advantages as well as disadvantages. It allows virtual objects to be embedded
more or less seamlessly into the perceived world, but at the same time it can
also obstruct the existing perception of reality, and in some cases be distracting
to users [9].
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In the automotive industry, AR is already used for the design and production
of cars [11]. Several use cases have also been suggested in the form of heads-up
displays in windshields, distance indicators, and GPS tracking to name a few [10].
The use case explored in this paper uses AR in an attempt to mitigate blind
spots in heavy goods vehicles.

Blind spots [27] in trucks have long been a problem that annually continues
to cost lives on roads [8]. Perhaps the most well known blind spot problem in
Denmark is related to the often deadly right-hand turn1 accidents [28]. While
many solutions2 [31, 21] have been created to address blind spots, along with
campaigns and policies (such as the European Union Directive 2007/38/EC [29]),
these initiatives only show a modest impact in recent years [8].

This paper describes the application, design and initial tests of AR used
to mitigate blind spots in trucks. While similar technology has been used in
other application domains such as the F35 program [14], it has to our knowledge
not been evaluated in trucks. Firstly, we present a section on related work and
technological use. Second, we look at our prototype design, experimental method,
and results. Finally, we discuss the possible implications and limitations of our
results.

The presented AR solution is partly based on the concept of direct vision [23],
which shows significant benefits and advantages over indirect sightline based
solutions [17]. The proposed AR implementation, using AR glasses enables vi-
sion where the driver previously had no vision, through any opaque part of the
cockpit, thereby providing a vital advantage without occluding existing critical
vision [9].

2 Related work

Related works can be seen in terms of two main areas of interest, augmented
reality in vehicles, and alternative solutions to the blind spot problem.

2.1 AR in vehicles

AR is part of the virtuality continuum [16] that covers mixed reality and refers
to real-world environments being ’augmented’ by virtual means, using computer
graphics. AR, therefore, allows for the creation of many solutions that overlap
and interact with the real world in new ways. AR is already used in many
different fields and contexts; Dey et al. [4] provides an overview. AR in vehicles
has been around for many years with different applications; J. L. Gabbard et al.
[9] suggests 4 areas of opportunities for AR to support driver tasks:

Firstly, it can be used in heads-up displays or HUDs in the windshield. HUDs
can display information without forcing drivers to divert attention away from

1 Or more generally, right turn in right-handed traffic, left turn in left-hand traffic
2 https://www.continental-automotive.com/en-gl/Trucks-Buses/

Vehicle-Chassis-Body/Advanced-Driver-Assistance-Systems/

Camera-Based-Systems/ProViu-360 [Online; accessed 28-January-2020]
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the road by looking down at a dashboard. This also allows highlighting and sup-
porting the driver in various other ways, such as directing the driver’s attention
towards sources of danger [30]. Secondly, we may use AR in wayfinding and
navigation tasks, presenting routing information and guiding the user towards
his destination, by overlaying routing information directly onto the road [20].
Thirdly, it can be used for driver safety and information, such as lane changing,
different types of alerts and other safety systems [22]. Finally, there is an oppor-
tunity to integrate vehicle-based AR into the city-scape, both geographically as
well as socially, allowing displays of information, people and places of importance
to the driver [24].

Given that our solution presents the driver with safety information our solu-
tion can be classified mainly as being part of the third category. The challenges
of AR in traffic situations become evident especially in the second area of oppor-
tunities, as AR brings the possibility of occluding the user’s existing vision [9,
19]. When designing any AR system for traffic it is of course critically important
that existing objects are not covered by virtual ones in such a way that the user
might miss otherwise critical information. Hence the key aspect of successful
implementations of AR in safety-critical situations is to balance informational
display and occluding user vision [19]. It is likewise important to balance the cog-
nitive load of any additional tasks and information presented to users in order
not to potentially negatively impact the performance of the driver [5, 6].

Other applications for safety in vehicles have been proposed, examples of
which are heads-up displays presenting drivers with information to improve
awareness and response time in different conditions [3] or collision warning sys-
tems [18].

2.2 Blind spots

Blind spots in trucks, i.e. areas outside the truck where the driver cannot see,
are usually covered by mirrors. The extent of these blinds spots are traditionally
determined either through a step by step approach [1] or by computer mod-
elling [23]. The goal of computer modeling here is to measure the extent of the
individual blind spots, often in meters, relative to the truck. The extent of blind
spots, of course, varies greatly depending on the make and model of the truck
in question, the best of which might be only a few centimeters, whereas for oth-
ers it may be several meters [26]. The current legal standard in the European
Union was introduced in 2007, which saw requirements for mirrors increasing
substantially; however, despite this, accidents continue to happen at approxi-
mately the same rate [7, 8]. Alternative solutions have also been introduced in
recent years, including different camera/monitor solutions, birds-eye views and
more intelligent systems such as pedestrian tracking cameras [31, 21].

The use of augmented reality to remove blind spots is in itself not a new
idea. It was conceptually explored by the BMW Group for use in their Mini
Coopers back in 2015 [2] and the concept has been successfully explored in other
application domains, such as with the F-35 Fighter Program [14]. However, to
our knowledge, the technology has yet to be properly evaluated in trucks.
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3 Research questions & hypothesis

As we have not found any research exploiting AR to reduce blind spots in trucks,
we propose an AR solution based on glasses, and we wish to benchmark the
performance of our system versus the standard mirror solution.

We believe a key advantage of the AR system is that it can effectively pro-
vide simulated direct sightlines to the driver, which has previously shown great
promise in reducing error rates [17]. These direct sightlines increase the driver’s
field of view, which could assist the task of orientation [25] leading to a re-
duced cognitive load, thereby providing a critical advantage in some driving
situations [13].

Therefore, the study looks at the performance of the proposed system, and
measures error rates, cognitive load, and perceived usefulness. Our research hy-
potheses for the study are the following.

1. The error rate are lower when using the AR system compared to using mir-
rors.

2. The cognitive load is lower when using the AR system compared to using
mirrors.

3. The user believes the AR system can effectively remove blind spots.

The error rate consists of two things: Judgement errors and dangerous situa-
tions (both recorded by the observer in the truck). Judgement errors are cases
in which the driver completed a turn without noticing a person. Dangerous sit-
uations are situations in which a turn is initiated before correct judgement is
given, expressions of doubt from participants, situations in which the partici-
pant changes their initial answer during the execution of the turn, or instances
of prototype errors causing an inconsistency between the experiment setup and
displayed data. Judgement errors and dangerous situations are in this case mutu-
ally exclusive, this is in order to differentiate between actual errors and possible
errors i.e. potentially dangerous situations.

4 Implementation

The AR prototype consists of a pair of AR glasses, a computer, cameras, and
an inertial measurement unit (IMU). The AR glasses in use are Dreamworld AR
glasses3, which have a 90-degree field of view, 2.5k resolution and a built-in IMU
with 3 degrees of freedom.

The prototype implementation streams the view from cameras, placed outside
the truck covering blind spots, to the computer which handles basic processing
and the display of the scene via the connected AR glasses. A sketch of the used
system can be found in Fig. 1.

3 https://www.dreamworldvision.com/product-page/dreamglass-headset [On-
line; accessed 28-January-2020]
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the implemented AR prototype.

Drawing inspiration from the interactions in normal cars, the augmentation
of the real world is done via virtual AR panels that are placed in relevant loca-
tions in space relative to the interior of the truck, directly where blind spots are
present. This creates the illusion that drivers can see through their truck, allow-
ing them to naturally check, whenever in doubt, what is behind each blind spot.
This could in the future allow drivers an overview of traffic situations without
distortion, 1:1 with reality.

To avoid occluding the participants’ view [9], augmented reality panels are
limited to areas where the user has no existing direct vision from the driver’s
seat. Thus, our AR panels do not overlap areas of direct sight but rather provide
vision where none was previously present. See Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. An example of an AR panel in space, approximately as it will be perceived by
the driver (the AR panel being transparent in our implementation).

The external IMU, seen in Fig. 1, is used to maintain the position of the
AR panels relative to the interior of the truck, as relying only on the IMU
in the glasses would not allow to distinguishing head movements from vehicle
turning motions. The minute difference in timestamps and accuracy of IMUs
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can overtime generate some inaccuracy (or drift), which may add noise and can
be a confounding factor.

5 Method

The study follows a within-subject approach in which participants are exposed
to two levels of treatment, Mirrors or AR, represented by the independent vari-
able Orientation type. Participants are divided into two groups being presented
with either AR or mirrors first, based on the Latin square principle [15], which
is used to balance any learning curve differences. The dependent variables are
the Error rates (Judgment errors and Dangerous situations), Cognitive load and
User acceptance, in accordance with the research question. See Table 1 for a
summary. This setup allows us to benchmark the new technology against the

Table 1. Overview of experiment variables.

Dependant variables Independent variables Confounding variables

Judgement errors Orientation (Mirrors vs AR) Image drifting in space
Dangerous situations
Cognitive load
User acceptance

current standard. A confounding factor we expect will be adding noise to our
experiment is AR panel drifting in the prototype, which happens due to inaccu-
racy between the internal and external IMU of the AR prototype. This technical
limitation of our setup emerges after extended use and causes the panels to shift
slightly relative to the initial position.

Cognitive load is measured through a questionnaire based on a modified and
translated NASA Task Load Index [12]. We include Mental Demand, Physical
Demand, and Frustration. We substitute Performance with the more specific
Confidence of making a turn, and Effort with the similarly more specific Drive
Difficulty and Drive Complexity. We leave out Temporal Demand, as we do not
focus on temporal aspects. All questions use a 1-7 scale for which 1 is easy and
7 hard.

User acceptance is measured through an additional question for both levels,
which deals with Perceived Blind Spot Coverage (rated 1-7, lower is better).
Furthermore, we also ask whether AR is perceived as covering the blind spots
(Yes/No).

5.1 Equipment & setup

The experiment is conducted on a test track of an approximate 50 by 50 meters
closed area marked by traffic cones. The track consists of 4 right-hand turns, two
of which are obstructed from direct view in the driving direction using parked
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Fig. 3. Above is a bird’s-eye view of the test track with equipment annotations and
track dimensions. Below an illustration of the AR and experiment set-up with images
(test dummy, exterior-mounted camera, driver with AR glasses) taken during the test.

trucks. At each corner of the track, denoted A-B-C-D, a person or a test dummy
can be present. A visualization of the track can be seen in Fig. 3.

The experiment is performed using two similar trucks, one equipped with the
standard European blind spot mirror setup and the other additionally equipped
with our custom made AR system.

5.2 Task & procedure

Initially, participants are introduced to the experiment and a consent form is
reviewed and signed, followed by a short demographic questionnaire. Participants
then enter the truck and are allowed to adjust relevant controls. Those starting
with the AR level are introduced to the AR system before driving and can
instruct the observer to help adjust the system if needed. Participants that use
AR later will be instructed similarly.
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When ready the participant begins to drive around the test track. During
each turn, the participant is asked by the observer inside the truck whether or
not a person is present in the turn, the answer to which is recorded manually by
the observer. This method is repeated until all 4 turns of the lap are completed.
When the driver finishes a lap, the observer instructs the driver to stop for a
few seconds, while the next lap is prepared and test dummies are moved around.
Once the test personnel finishes the setup the driver can begin the next lap. This
is repeated until all 5 laps are completed. To measure the workload of the tasks
given, the previously mentioned task load questionnaire is used. Therefore, once
all laps are completed, the participant is given a quick questionnaire. The next
level (Mirrors or AR) is then introduced and started, performed in the same
manner as the previous one. Upon completion of the second level, the partic-
ipants have finished all the tasks of the experiment. Overall, each experiment
takes approximately 30 minutes per participant.

Test dummies are moved around between each lap of the test track varying
in number and location. 0-4 test dummies are present in any one lap, the order
of which was randomized during the design of the experiment. At each level, for
consistency, all drivers are subjected to the same number and relative ordering
of dummies present throughout the experiment.

5.3 Participants

In total, the 15 participants complete 90 laps with AR and 85 with mirrors. The
final data set consists of data from 12 males and 3 females with the average
participant having more than 20 years of driving experience and an average age
of 50. The full dataset contains judgement errors, dangerous situations, demo-
graphic data, task loads, and user acceptance data in the form of questionnaires.

Overall, 16 participants volunteered as test subjects in the study, all recruited
by Danish Transports and Logistics (DTL) and the drivers union 3F through
their respective memberships. However, due to illness before the start of the
experiment, 1 participant dropped out at the last minute. Further, 3 participants
had to leave the experiment early due to time constraints and 1 due to motion
sickness possibly induced by the AR system. The 4 participants who did not fully
finish the experiment have been included for completeness. Additionally, 4 other
participants accomplished double-length experiments with twice the number of
laps for both levels, due to their availability.

No participants have previous experience with the AR system in trucks and
limited experience (if any) with AR.

6 Results

As the experiment is within-subject, either a paired Student’s T-test or a Wilcoxon
signed-rank test is performed depending on whether or not the data is normally
distributed, to test whether any differences between the AR and Mirror levels
are significant or not. We use a p−value < 0.05 to signify statistical significance.
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6.1 Judgement errors & dangerous situations

The judgment errors and dangerous situations, for both AR and mirrors can be
seen in Fig. 4. The average error rate is 1.0 (σ = 1.50) errors per participant
using mirrors and 0.4 (σ = 1.01) for AR. Dangerous situations average at 2.00
(σ = 1.75) and 0.33 (σ = 1.01), for mirrors and AR respectively. The differences
between the levels (AR/Mirror) are statistically significant (Wilcoxon Werrors =
30, p < 0.05 and Wdangerous = 55, p < 0.01).
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Fig. 4. Total number of judgement errors & dangerous situations per person (n=15),
with blue representing mirrors and black AR.

6.2 Task loads

Participants rate the Mental Demand at an average of 3.6 for AR and 2.33 for
mirrors, the difference is statistically significant, (p = 0.007). The distribution
can be seen in Fig. 5. Participants rate the Frustration at an average of 3.27 for
AR and 2.13 for mirrors, the difference is statistically significant, (p = 0.039).
The distribution can be seen in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the AR and the mirror solutions measuring the Mental
Demand of each solution.
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Participants rate the perceived Physical Demand at an average of 2.67 for AR
and 2.27 for mirrors, the difference is not statistically significant. Participants
rate the Drive Complexity at an average of 2.8 for AR and 2.1 for mirrors,
the difference is not statistically significant. Participant Confidence is likewise
not statically significant, with an average of 2.93 for AR and 2.4 for mirrors.
Participants rate the Drive Difficulty at an average of 2.53 for AR and 2.07 for
mirrors, the difference is not statistically significant.

6.3 User acceptance

In the questionnaires given to participants after each level, they were also asked
to rate the perceived coverage of the blind spot, on a scale from 1 to 7, similarly
to the scale used for the task loads, 1 being the best score, and 7 being the worst.
The results showed AR having an average user acceptance score of 2.47 while
mirrors had an average score of 3.87. Interestingly this could hint that AR might
be perceived to cover the blind spots better than mirrors despite the difference
not being statistically significant (p=0.1).

Fig. 7 shows an interesting trend, in the Yes/No question for the AR level:
Every participant that started with the mirror level felt AR was properly cover-
ing the blind spots, while only 28% of the AR first group did the same. Overall
2/3rds of participants rated AR as covering the blind spots. This could indicate
that drivers who started with the mirror level found tasks significantly easier to
perform when using the AR solution, while those who started with AR had no
initial comparative basis.

7 Discussion

In the present study, the relative performance at right-hand turning for AR and
mirrors is compared in terms of both judgement errors, dangerous situations,
cognitive load, and perceived usefulness.
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Looking at the proposed hypotheses, starting with hypothesis 1, ”The error
rate is lower when using AR”, we find that our experiments support this by
showing significantly lower judgement errors and dangerous situations. Even if
AR may have suffered from technical issues, mirrors may have likewise performed
less than optimally, as not all truck drivers adjusted the mirrors to suit them
before starting the test, thus causing both to perform less than optimally.

Hypothesis 2, ”The cognitive load is lower when using the AR system”, can-
not be supported given that the results of our task load questionnaire assessment
show a significantly worse performance of the AR in terms of Frustration and
perceived Mental demand. However, we speculate that this could be due to the
learning curve difference of a novel AR system;.Drivers have years of experience
with mirrors, but not with AR. This new hypothesis, however, requires further
testing geared towards minimizing or removing the learning curve difference.
One such test might include long term testing or repeating the experiment on
truck driving students.

Concerning hypothesis 3, ”The user believes the AR solution can effectively
remove blind spots”, while supported by a majority (two thirds) of the users
perceiving AR to cover blind spots, the difference in user acceptance rating
between AR and mirrors is not statistically significant. The results are interesting
given that the drivers have little to no experience with AR other than what
they experienced during the tests, and despite that, they rated the AR system
positively. Even though we cannot claim any significance without further testing,
we may have indications in support of this theory. Interestingly, all users in the
mirror first group perceived AR as covering the blind spots. This consensus could
indicate that those starting with mirrors found the given tasks easier to complete
when using the AR system, while those beginning with AR had no comparative
basis.

Overall, it can be argued that the technology for this type of solution is not
yet mature enough for real-life implementations such as the one suggested. There
may be uncertainty about users’ acceptance of wearing AR glasses, especially
given the current size of AR glasses. Nevertheless, the study presented here seems
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to align well with an understanding that direct vision [17] may have advantages,
even when that vision is simulated.

Multiple points of improvement have been identified throughout the tests
for future works, such as several prototype improvements. Firstly in terms of
prototype stability. Secondly in regards to reducing AR panel drift which could
be solved by additional sensor data or spatial anchors. Looking towards the
limitations of the experiments in scope and complexity, future work might also
include different blind spots and long term testing to (in)/validate the learning
curve difference.

8 Conclusion

In our study, we compare the performance of mirrors and the proposed AR
solution in mitigating blind spots. A significantly lower error rate is discovered
for AR compared to mirrors in both numbers of judgement errors and dangerous
situations.

Our tests also indicate that the reduced error rates come at a slightly higher
Mental Demand and increased Frustration, identified by the task load question-
naire. This might be due to a learning curve difference between conventional
mirrors and AR.

Drivers overall perceive AR as covering blind spots, although the rated user
acceptance difference between AR and mirrors is not statistically significant. An
observation is made towards how drivers rate AR as covering the blind spots:
Drivers with a comparative basis rate AR to provide better coverage.
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